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Abstract—Combinatorial test design (CTD) is an effective test
planning technique that reveals faulty feature interaction in a
given system. CTD takes a systematic approach to formally model
the system to be tested, aiming to minimize the number of test
cases while ensuring coverage of given conditions or interactions
between parameters. Since the system model and its test space
in real-life cases are usually enormous, the process of creation of
new tests is very expensive. This naturally leads to the need for
exploring ways in which reuse methodologies can be incorporated
into CTD practices. In this paper, we extend the standard CTD
framework to a reuse-oriented setting by incorporating the notion
of test composition. This notion arises naturally in sequential
testing scenarios, where the output of one test is used as the
input of the next test. Based on the proposed framework, we
propose a reuse-oriented reformulation for the CTD problem,
with the composability of test plan being the main consideration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As software systems become increasingly complex, ver-
ifying their correctness is even more challenging. Formal
verification approaches are highly sensitive to the size of
complexity of software, and might require extremely expensive
resources. Functional testing, on the other hand, is prone to
omissions, as it always involves a selection of what to test
from a potentially enormous space of scenarios, configurations
or conditions that is typically exponential in nature.

The process of test planning refers to the design and selec-
tion of tests out of a test space aiming at reducing the risk of
bugs while minimizing redundancy of tests. Combinatorial Test
Design (CTD) ([1], [2]) is an effective test planning technique,
in which the space to be tested, called a combinatorial model,
is represented by a set of parameters, their respective values
and restrictions on the value combinations [3]. The approach of
CTD can be applied at different phases and scopes of testing,
including end-to-end and system-level testing and feature-,
service- and application program interface-level testing.

The standard general formulation of the CTD problem
consists of finding a small (and ideally minimal) set of test
cases (a subset of the space to be tested), which ensures
coverage of given conditions, or interactions between variables
(such as pairs, three-way, etc.) The most common special
case of the CTD problem is pairwise testing, in which the
interaction of every pair of parameters must be covered. This
is justified by experiments showing that a test set that covers all
possible pairs of parameter values can typically detect between
50 to 75 percent of the bugs in a program [4].

The process of building combinatorial models for CTD is a
laborious and error-prone task, which involves finding a set of
parameters and values that define the test space and correctly
identifying all valid value combinations. One potential pitfall
of this process is omissions, i.e., failing to include an important
parameter, value or combination of parameter values in the
test space. Another pitfall is failing to correctly define the
restrictions so that they capture the intended cobminations.
Providing support for the test space definition process is a
crucial factor in a successful application of CTD techniques to
a wide range of testing domains. IBM’s tool FoCuS [5] aims to
automatically assist the tester in the solution of CTD problems
by constructing the test space efficiently, while considerably
reducing the risk of omissions. In [3] recurring patterns in
CTD models were studied. These patterns capture cases that
often repeat in different CTD models of different types and
from different domains. Solutions for how to translate them
into parameters, values and restrictions already exist, and thus
can fascilitate model reuse.

In this paper, we address another type of reuse in CTD,
namely test reuse. Addressing this problem is important, as
the test space in real-life cases is usually enormous, creating
new tests is very expensive. In this work-in-progress we
explore the idea of reuse-oriented CTD based on the notion
of composition of test plans. We propose a formal framework
in which composition of test plans can be defined. This leads
to a natural notion of the design space, which is the inductive
closure of test plans under composition. Based on the proposed
framework, we propose a reuse-oriented reformulation for the
CTD problem, with the composability of test plan being the
main consideration.

II. THE CTD FRAMEWORK

CTD is a powerful technique for functional testing. The
most well-known versions of this approach aim at testing all
value combinations of a given size t of the system’s parameters.
This problem of finding a minimal set of tests that cover all
combinations of size t can be reduced to the mathematically
equivalent problem of finding a covering array of strength t
[6].

In this paper, we take a more general approach along
the lines of [7], where the CTD problem is considered as a
subset selection problem. Below we provide a generalization
of the basic definitions of the framework, in which we make
a separation between the input and output parameters of a test
plan. This will be instrumental in what follows for defining
the notion of composition.
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We assume a finite set of system parameters Par =
{A1, . . . ,An}. We treat a parameter as a finite set of its
possible values. For any value a ∈ Ai, we say that a has
type Ai, denoted by type(a) = Ai. Subsets of parameters are
called p-collections and are denoted by A,B, ...,.
We start by defining the notion of an (unordered) test, which
is basically a collection of values the combination of which
needs to be tested:

Definition 1: Let A = {A1, . . . ,Am} be a p-collection.

1) A selection for A is an element S ∈ P(
⋃m

1 Ai) such
that for distinct a, b ∈ S , type(a) 6= type(b). Write
SelectionsA for the set of all selections for A.

2) Call a selection S for A an unordered test when
for every A ∈ A, there is some a ∈ S , such that
type(a) = A (so that |S| = |A|). Write TestsA for
the set of all unordered tests for A.

Example 1: A = {FileOps,PathName,OS} be a p-
collection (taken out of a larger superset of parameters), where

FileOps = {open, close, read, write}

PathName = {relative, absolute}

OS = {unix,windows}

Then S1 = {open, relative, unix} and S2 =
{close, windows} are selections for A, while the former is
also an unordered test.

Using sets of selections, we can easily capture various
interaction modes, such as pairwise testing (as well as others):

Example 2: For a p-collection A = {A1, . . . ,Am}, de-
note by 2Pair(A) the set of all selections for A of size 2.

Thus we think of tests just as sets, specifying which values
interact with which. However, when actually running tests,
other types of information become important. One of them is
a separation between the input and output parameters, which
defines possible orders of execution of tests as sequences of
consecutive test runs. Another issue is the order of parameter
appearance. Thus, when defining the notion of executable test
set, i.e., those tests that can actually be run in the system, we
incorporate the above types of information as well:

Definition 2: Let A = {A1, . . . ,Am},B =
{B1, . . . ,Bk} be p-collections.

• For e = (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ (A1 × . . . × Am) × (B1 ×
. . .×Bk) (where r = m+ k), we define the collapse
of e by col(e) = {a1, . . . , ar}.

• An element e ∈ (A1× . . .×Am)×(B1× . . .×Bk) is
called an ordered test if col(e) is an unordered test.

• An executable test set from A to B, denoted by E :
A → B, is a set of ordered tests.

Definition 3: Let A,B, C be p-collections.

• A pre-test plan from A to B, denoted by P : A → B
is a triple P = (E ,R,T) where:
◦ E : A → B is an executable test set.
◦ R is a set of selections for A ∪ B called

coverage requirements,

◦ T is a set of selections for A ∪ B, such that
T ⊆ col(E),

A test plan from A to B is a pre-test plan P =
(E ,R,T) which satisfies that for every R ∈ R, there
is some T ∈ T, such that R ⊆ T (in words: every
coverage requirement R in R is ‘covered’ by some
test T in T.)

Example 3: Let A be the p-collection from Example 1.
Let B = {PackageSize,AckRequired} be a p-collection, where

PackageSize = {1KB, 2KB, 3KB}

AckRequired = {yes, no}

Let C = {Mode,Protocol} be a p-collection, where

Mode = {on, off}

Protocol = {UDP, TCP}

We can define, e.g., the following test plans P1 : A → B
and P2 : B → C: P1 = (E1,R1,T1), where:

E1 = (FileOps×PathName×OS)×(PackageSize×AckRequired)

R1 = {{relative, unix, yes}}

T1 = {{open, relative, unix, 2KB, yes}}

P2 = (E2,R2,T2), where:

E2 = (PackageSize× AckRequired)× (Mode× Protocol)

R2 = {{yes, TCP}}

T2 = {{3KB, yes, on, TCP}}

We are now ready to state the standard formulation of the
CTD problem in terms of our framework: given the set of
executable tests E : A → B and coverage requirements R, find
a set of tests T, such that P = (E ,R,T) is a valid test plan.
In the case of pairwise testing, e.g., we set R = 2Pair(A∪B),
where the latter is taken from Example 2.

Many algorithms and tools exist for solving various in-
stances of the CTD problem ([8]). They can be classified into
three categories ([9]):

• algebraic: providing a solution by a mathematical
construction. These approaches usually lead to optimal
results, but are however highly inefficient in practice
(see, e.g., [10]).

• greedy: applying some search heuristic to incremen-
tally build the solution. An efficient algorithm of such
kind based on Binary Decision Diagrams [11] is given
in [7], other examples are [12], [13].

• meta-heuristic: applying genetic or other bio-inspired
search techniques (see, e.g., [14], [15]).
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III. INTRODUCING COMPOSITION

The intuition behind composition of test plans is very
simple. Suppose a user has designed tests plans for several
parts of the system. Now, he may want to test several parts
sequentially, running one after the other and using the output
of one as input for the other. Instead of constructing tests
from scratch, he can reuse existing tests for the system parts
via composition. To define in precise terms the notion of
composition of test plans, we start by defining a composition
of each of their parts: executable test sets and selections (and
so also of tests).

Definition 4: Let A = {A1, . . . ,Am} and B =
{B1, . . . ,Bk}. Let SA,SB be selections for A and B respec-
tively. Let E1 : A → B and E2 : B → C be executable test
plans.

• Define E2 ◦E1 = {(a, c) | ∃b ∈ B1× . . .×Bk.(a, b) ∈
E1 ∧ (b, c) ∈ E2}.

• If for every a ∈
⋃

1≤i≤m Ai∪
⋃

1≤i≤k Bi it holds that
type(a) ∈ A ∩ B implies a ∈ SA ∩ SB , we say that
SA ◦SB is well-defined and equals to SA∪SB \SA∩
SB .

• Define SA ◦ SB = {SA ◦ SB | SA ◦
SB is well defined,SA ∈ SA,SB ∈ SB}.

The above definition captures both compositions of cov-
erage requirements and of tests (as both of them are sets
of selections). Note also that composition of 2-pair coverage
requirements leads to 2-pair coverage requirements:

Proposition 1: Let A,B, C be p-collections. Then

2Pair(A ∪ B) ◦ 2Pair(B ∪ C) = 2Pair(A ∪ C)

We can now define the following natural notion of compo-
sition of test plans:

Definition 5: Let P1 = 〈E1,T1,R1〉 : A → B and P2 =
〈E2,T2,R2〉 : B → C be test plans. The composition of P1

and P2 is defined by the pre-test plan

P2 ◦ P1 = 〈E2 ◦ E1,T2 ◦T1,R2 ◦R1〉

To capture the set of all possible runs of sequences of tests
for which the output of one test is used as the input of the
next test, we can now define the notion of the design space,
which contains pre-test plans:

Definition 6: Let P1 : A1 → B1, . . . , Pn : An → Bn
be test plans from Ai to Bi respectively. For i ≥ 0, define
the sets DSi(P1, . . . , Pn) of pre-test plans as the smallest sets
satisfying:

• P1, . . . , Pn ∈ DS0(P1, . . . , Pn).

• If Pi, Pj ∈ DSk(P1, . . . , Pn) and Bi = Aj , then Pi ◦
Pj ∈ DSk+1(P1, . . . , Pn).

We denote
⋃

i≥0 DSi by DS.

IV. REUSE-ORIENTED TEST DESIGN

Given existing test plans, e.g., for A → B,B → C,B → D,
one can compose them to obtain new test plans for A → C
and A → D. The challenge is, however, dealing with the fact
that composing valid test plans does not necessarily lead to
valid test plans. Indeed, the operation of composition does
not preserve validity of test plans, as demonstrated by the
following example:

Example 4: Consider again the test plans P1 and P2 from
Example 3. Their composition is the pre-test plan P2 ◦ P1 =
(E ,T,R), where:

E = (FileOps× PathName× OS)× (Mode× Protocol)

T = ∅

R = {{relative, unix, TCP}}

This pre-test plan is obviously not a test plan, as there is
no test meeting the requirement in R.

We now come to the key idea of reuse-oriented CTD
problem based on composition: designing basic tests with
the aim of effectively composing them at later stages when
required.

Definition 7: Two test plans P1 = 〈E1,T1,R1〉 : A → B
and P2 = 〈E2,T2,R2〉 : B → C are composable if P2 ◦ P1 is
a valid test plan.

It is easy to see that for every pair of executable test
sets E1, E2 and coverage requirements for A → B and
B → C respectively, there always exist valid test plans
P1 = 〈E1,T1,R1〉 : A → B and P2 = 〈E2,T2,R2〉 : B → C,
which are composable.

The notion of composability can be naturally extended to
any number of test plans, as well as to the inductive closure
under composition DS of a given depth:

Definition 8: Let P1 : A1 → B1, . . . , Pn : An → Bn be
test plans from Ai to Bi respectively. The design space DS is
composable up to depth k if for every P ∈ DSi and P ′ ∈ DSj

for i, j ≤ k, such that Bi = Aj , Pi ◦ Pj is composable.

The notion of composability defined above gives rise to
new interesting formulations of reuse-oriented versions of
the CTD problem, such as the following: given executable
test sets E1, E2 coverage requirements and R1 and R2 for
A → B and B → C respectively, find T1,T2, such that
P1 = 〈E1,T1,R1〉 : A → B and P2 = 〈E2,T2,R2〉 : B → C
are composable test plans. This can also be extended to
composability of a design space of a fixed depth in a natural
way.

Similarly to the standard CTD problem, the above problems
may be solved using appropriate algebraic, greedy or meta-
heuristic algorithms.

V. SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we define a formal framework, in which
we formulate an algorithmic problem of reuse-oriented CTD
based on composition. Composition of tests naturally arises in
sequential testing scenarios, where the output of one test is
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used as the input of the next test. An evaluation of our frame-
work is the next natural step. It will be done by implementing
a greedy algorithm for solving the composition-based CTD
problem defined in this paper, by extending the algorithm of
[7], based on Binary Decision Diagrams.

Natural operations on test plans other than composition can
be further considered for a systematic test reuse (e.g., the stan-
dard join operation from database theory). Another direction
for future research is investigating which data structures are
most suitable for providing efficient solutions to the type of
algorithmic problems formulated in this paper.
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